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In 2009 I set out with a clear and
simple vision - to build a better
energy company. With a small
team we set about designing and
building a company that could
deliver what we knew customers
wanted: cheaper, greener, simpler
energy. We did away with confusing
bills and small print, and focused on
hundreds of small details to get the
customer experience right.
We called it OVO.
Fast forward seven years and the
team has grown to more than 1,000
people. We serve almost 700,000
customers and our revenues in 2015
surpassed £500 million, 50 times our
first year’s revenue. Since 2010 we
have grown by 61% each year,
won countless awards for customer
service and in 2015 became the first
ever energy company recommended
by Which? Magazine. 2016 will be the
first year the company reports an
operating profit, a reward for all the
hard work put in so far.

As a privately owned company
we are not required to publish an
annual report. However, as we have
grown in size and significance, we
are under increasing scrutiny from
our peers, regulators and the media.
In this context, we want to help
people understand how our business
works, as well as our ambitions and
our vision for the future.
People and technology
The march of technological
development is relentless. Consumers’
expectations are shifting at a rate
faster than most companies can keep
up with. Energy companies that will
thrive in a new digital environment will
be those that have invested, not just
in great systems, but in the capability
and expertise to keep pace with the
constant change around them.
With this in mind, OVO has embraced
the digitisation of the energy sector.

The next revolution is here and we
are a part of it
As we have grown in size we have
also become more relevant in the
UK energy market, campaigning for
a better outcome for all customers
and helping to shape policy and
influence the rest of the industry.
There is a lot of work still to do, but
we have been playing our part and
leading by example.

As the energy industry becomes ever
more complex, we continue to make
energy simple, even effortless, for
our customers. We have invested
heavily in delivering a great customer
experience both through our award
winning Bristol-based customer
service team and our excellent web
and mobile tools. As we accelerate
our rollout of smart meters, we are
offering customers new ways to
connect with us, helping them save
time, energy and money.

The future of energy
Energy is one of life’s essentials.
Over the years, mankind’s ability to
harness ever increasing amounts
of energy has transformed our
societies and shaped the way we
live. Access to energy lifts people
out of poverty, enables enterprise,
and allows growth and progression.
Every major advance in human
society has been preceded by a big
step forward in energy - from the
steam powered industrial revolution
and the explosion in mobility made
possible by oil, to the modern era of
urbanisation thanks to electrification.
As human populations rise towards
nine billion people by 2050, it is
clear that carbon-based fossil fuels,
our primary energy source of the
last 500,000 years, will not power
whatever is coming next.
As the energy economy shifts from
being centralised to distributed,
from analogue to digital, and
from baseload to intermittent, the
challenge of delivering affordable,
reliable and renewable energy
becomes ever more complex.
Combined with the widespread
adoption of electric vehicles and the
broader electrification of transport,
the rapid change affecting the
whole sector is profound. The next
revolution is here and we are a part
of it.

Stephen Fitzpatrick
CEO and Founder, OVO Energy
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Revenue (£ m)

Highlights
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Notes:
- Financial results for 2016 are based on management accounts.
- H1 2016 Revenue and Gross Profit are based on the annualised positions as at 30 June 2016 and adjusted for one-off items.
- H1 2016 Profit Before Tax is based on the amount recognised in the first half.
- Customer Numbers and Team Numbers as at 30 June 2016.
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timeline
800,000

CUSTOMERS
September:
500,000 Customers

National Business Awards
Stephen Fitzpatrick,
Entrepreneur
of the year

600,000

Moneysavingexpert.com
Voted #1 for
Customer Service

CUSTOMERS

Sunday Times
Fast Track 100:
10th Fastest
Growing Company
Which? #1 Customer
Satisfaction Survey
National Business
Awards Winner

400,000

CUSTOMERS

April:
OVO Live launched
March:
PAYG+ Product Launched
25th in
Sunday Times
Best Companies
to Work For

First Which?
Recommended
Provider for energy

Which? #1
Customer
Satisfaction
Survey

Top 100 in
Sunday Times
Best Companies
to Work For
January:
Which?
Recommended
Provider
UK National
Contact Centre
Team of the Year

uSwitch.com:
Winner of 11
out of 12 Awards

CHARGE World’s First Energy
Branding Conference:
Best Energy Brand

2015

2016

Consumer
Moneyfacts Award:
Best Energy Provider
UK Customer Experience
Awards Winner

200,000

CUSTOMERS

1st September:
OVO Energy
goes live

OVO launches
3% Interest Reward

2009

2010

Moneysavingexpert.com
voted Top 5 for
Customer Service

Which? Top 5 in
Consumer League

2011

2012

uSwitch.com:
Winner of 10
out of 12 Awards

December:
First smart meter
installed

2013

2014
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The OVO BOARD
Non-Executive Director
Niall Wass

Niall joined the OVO board as a NonExecutive Director in December 2015.
He is currently a Partner at Atomico,
the venture capital firm run by Skype
founder Niklas Zennstrom, and
serves as a Non-Executive Director
at Jobandtalent and Property Partner.
Previously Niall oversaw operations
at Uber in EMEA and APAC, was COO
and then CEO of Wonga, and was
Chief Commercial Officer of Betfair
Group plc. Before his executive career
he worked in strategy and technology
consulting for eight years.

Chairman
Stephen Murphy

Stephen joined as Chairman of
the board in January 2015. He
has had an established UK and
international business career and
currently serves as principal of his
own advisory business.

CEO
Stephen Fitzpatrick

Stephen launched OVO in September
2009 and has built it into a leading
challenger brand. Following
personal dissatisfaction from being
an energy customer himself, Stephen
saw an opportunity to develop a new
approach based on a proposition
of openness, honesty, high ethical
standards and strong environmental
credentials.
Prior to OVO he was a trader
with Societe Generale and
JP Morgan. Stephen has an MA
in Business and Finance from
the University of Edinburgh.

COO
Sarah Calcott

CFO
Chris Houghton

Chris was appointed Chief Financial
Officer in October 2014. He
previously served as Finance Director
of Telecom Plus PLC where he
oversaw significant growth in
its market capitalisation and led
a number of fundraising rounds.
Chris is a Chartered Accountant,
qualifying with PwC and working
within their corporate finance team.
Chris has a BA in Human Sciences
from Oxford University.

Sarah joined as Chief Operating
Officer in January 2016. Prior to OVO,
she worked for eBay as the UK COO
with accountability for customer
growth, product development,
operational excellence and
revenue generation.
Sarah spent a number of years
in commercial, operational and
marketing roles at BSkyB and
Universal Studios. Sarah has a MBA
from the Henley Business School.

Stephen is also Chairman of Byron
Hamburgers and a Non-Executive
Director at The Business Growth
Fund, a £2.5bn investment fund
founded by the main UK clearing
banks. He is also an adviser to
Ashcombe Advisers – a boutique
corporate finance house.
Previously, Stephen was CEO of
Virgin Group from 2005 to 2011
having succeeded the founder, Sir
Richard Branson. He was responsible
for overall group strategy, including
the creation of many new Virgin
businesses such as Virgin Blue in
Australia and Virgin America in the US.
Stephen went to university in
Liverpool where he received a BA
and later qualified as a chartered
management accountant. His early
career was in fast moving consumer
goods and retail with roles at
Unilever, Mars Group, Burton Group
and Quaker Oats Inc.

Non-Executive Director
Daniel Sasaki

Niall has an MBA from INSEAD,
and degrees in economics
from Birmingham University
and Oxford University.

Daniel joined the OVO board in
April 2015, following an investment
from Mayfair Equity Partners, of
which he is a founder and the
Managing Partner. He has been
investing in TMT and Consumer
businesses globally for the past
20 years having completed some
high-profile investments such as
Fever-Tree and uSwitch.
Prior to founding Mayfair, he ran the
London office of Lloyds Development
Capital, the private equity arm of
Lloyds Banking Group, following
senior private equity roles at
Softbank and Credit Suisse. Raised
in the US and Japan, Daniel has
degrees from Stanford and Cornell
Universities.

Non-Executive Director
Jon Owen

Jon joined the board as a NonExecutive Director in December
2015. Jon is currently CEO of Ribble
Cycles. Previously Jon was Group
Retail and Trading Director at
Shop Direct where he oversaw the
substantial growth of very.co.uk.
Earlier roles include Asda and
Walmart as UK Marketing Director.
Jon has a first class degree in
Mathematics and Management
Studies from Cambridge University.
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the OVO team
Key facts:
•	25th: Sunday Times 100
Best Companies To Work
For (2015)
•	CIPD People Management
Award for best reward and
benefits initiative (2015)
•	Accredited Living Wage
employer
•	Workplace Savings & Benefits
Award 2016 - Best Benefits
Strategy/innovation of the Year
•	Employee Benefits Award 2016
- Best Total Reward Strategy

OVO believes that the key to happy
customers is having an engaged and
fulfilled team working in an open and
supportive culture.
As such, OVO invests heavily in
attracting the best talent, and creating
a happy, vibrant workplace where
everyone is challenged to do their
best and rewarded for doing so.
OVO’s rewards include new joiners
currently being offered £2,000 worth
of free shares so they can share in
OVO’s success, and flexible working
which gives individuals the freedom
to control how they work.

Customer-facing teams have a
specific OVO Reward Steps scheme
which rewards great performance
and allows individuals to create
personalised career paths, so they
can progress through the ranks to
become Team Leaders, Managers or
experts in certain fields.
OVO is focused on developing talent.
OVO University is the company’s
centre for excellence and inspiration,
where training is conducted for
customer-facing roles and skillsenhancing courses are offered to
all team members. OVO University
recently launched OVO Talks, where
leaders in the business give inspiring
talks on specialist topics.

Central to how the OVO team
operates is living the OVO values
- We find a way, We are the
good guys, and We are building
something great. When recruiting
new team members OVO tests
individuals against its values first
before ability and experience. From
the first day on the job, OVO team
members live the values, whether
they’re talking to a customer or
writing code for the OVO app.
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energy market overview
Generation

Power generation and natural gas production
are largely de-regulated and open to competition.
Generation is still largely owned by the
Big Six who supply their retail arms as
vertically integrated businesses.

BUILDING A SMART &
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

Distribution

Power and gas transmission and distribution
is managed by National Grid and regional
distribution companies respectively.
These companies are private regulated
monopolies overseen by Ofgem.

Trading

The traded market provides an efficient platform
for buying and selling gas and power. It is, by
definition, a competitive marketplace where
prices are dictated by supply and demand.

Supply

Domestic and commercial supply is fully
de-regulated and open to competition.
Every customer is free to choose their
own supplier for gas and power.

Beyond supply

With more renewable power, distributed generation
and new technologies, opportunities now extend beyond
retail supply towards complementary energy services
and innovative products, such as in-home charging
for electric vehicles and battery storage.
See page 26 for more details.

OVO has an asset-light business model and does not own power plants. OVO procures
power and gas on the traded market and sells it to domestic customers.

The UK energy system is on the
cusp of seismic change. With the
introduction of smart meters and
advances in renewable technologies,
the UK is progressing towards a
new age of more efficient processes
and decentralised, clean power
generation. Combined with
technological innovations this change
will bring increasing complexity to
supplying energy.
OVO is at the forefront of that
change, bringing energy into
the 21st century by building a smart
and sustainable business that is well
placed to meet the challenges and
pace of technological development
and complexity.

A smart business means using
smart meters and technology to
design innovative new products
and deliver a digitally seamless
customer experience.
A sustainable business means
offering customers fair pricing
which reflects exceptional
quality products and service,
and supporting renewable
power sources.

By combining the two approaches,
OVO is focussed on attracting
customers who value a holistic offering
- encompassing not only price but
quality and brand ethics. OVO believes
these customers will stay with OVO
for longer, thus delivering sustainable,
long-term value.
OVO is building a smart and
sustainable business that is
Better for Everyone.
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Smart meters
Smart products
Smart trading

Number of OVO customers (’000s)

or the OVO app which is available
on smartphones, tablets and the
Apple Watch. On My OVO, customers
can do everything from submitting
meter readings and changing
their direct debit to renewing their
contract. The app can be used to
access account information and top
up pay-as-you-go (PAYG) accounts
live.

Currently 75% of OVO’s customers
manage their account online using
My OVO, its web-based platform,

Highest penetration
in the market
In 2015 OVO’s app accounted
for 6% of downloads in the
retail energy market, which
is three times OVO’s market
share.1

2.0 x

1.0 x

0
Npower

E.ON
Energy

Source: UBS Evidence Lab, Sensor Tower (estimated data)

Scottish
Power

British Gas
App

Ecotricity

400

50%

200

25%

2014

OVO has been leading the way
in the government’s smart meter
rollout since December 2013 when
it installed its first smart meter.
Today, 27% of OVO’s customers
have a smart meter, with meters
having been installed in over 190k
OVO customers’ homes. In 2015
alone OVO installed smart meters
in over 80k of its customers’ homes,
equating to over 200 meters installed
on average per day.

3.0 x

EDF Energy
App

75%

Smart meters provide real-time gas
and electricity usage data, removing
the need for customers to submit
meter readings.

4.0 x

Utilita
Energy

600

Smart meters

Downloads of apps vs market share in retail energy

Good
Energy

100%

0

75% of OVO’s customers manage
their account online

OVO
Energy

800

SSE

2015

2016

0%

Percentage of OVO customers with smart meters

OVO uses the latest technology to
create digitally seamless customer
experiences, which empower
consumers to increasingly selfserve and enable OVO to create
operational efficiencies.

Smart meter installations vs customer growth

OVO is now preparing for the
introduction of the second
generation of smart meters
and ‘go live’ of the Data
Communication Company - a data
and communications network
that will make smart meters fully
interoperable between energy
suppliers and network operators.

OVO’s Field Force, which brings the
OVO experience into the home,
regularly outperforms daily
installation targets and has achieved
an outstanding average NPS2 +91
score since launch.

OVO has developed its own smart
meter booking platform which
provides a centralised, live view of
engineer availability and bookings
across all of OVO’s installation
partners and Field Force - OVO’s
in-house installation team. The
platform can be accessed by both
customers and installation partners,
which makes the booking process
more more efficient for everyone.

Today, 27% of OVO’s customers
have a smart meter, with meters
having been installed in over 190k
OVO customers’ homes

Co-operative
Energy

1 Report by Pan European Utilities UBS Evidence Lab, “What is the killer app in UK energy? And can smartphone apps make money?” dated 20 June 2016
2 NPS - or Net Promoter Score - is calculated based on responses to a single question: How likely would you recommend our company/product/service to a friend or colleague?
The scoring for this answer is based on a 0 to 10 scale
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Smart trading
OVO’s trading team has developed
a number of tools to purchase
commodities and reduce trading
risks efficiently and effectively.
This helps them manage the
3.3TWh of electricity and 8.6TWh
of gas purchased every year.

One such tool is OVO’s demand
forecasting model, a combination
of regression and machine learning
algorithms which analyses historic
data on usage and weather to
calculate OVO’s share of Elexon’s
standard demand profile to a high
degree of accuracy3. This tool is
critical to avoiding volatile and
potentially expensive ‘cash out’
penalties, and therefore minimising
OVO’s wholesale costs.

This year OVO outperformed the Big
Six suppliers for the first time and is
consistently more accurate than other
suppliers in its demand forecasting
7.0%

Smart products
With smart meters comes smart
data and smart technology,
which OVO is using to create new
innovative products to further
enhance customer experience.
In 2015 OVO launched PAYG+, the
market’s first truly integrated, smart
prepayment platform which allows
prepay customers to manage their
energy via an app, from topping up
credit to monitoring their usage.
This replaces the inconvenient,
traditional prepayment methods
of top-up keys and cards.

PAYG+ the market’s first
smart prepayment platform

OVO also launched OVO Live
- a platform fully designed and
developed in-house which allows
smart meter customers to monitor
their energy usage live. The OVO
Live platform receives data every
six seconds, providing up to 5
million meter readings every year
for individual customers. This
provides customers with a truly
interactive tool that allows them
to engage with and manage their
energy usage in an unprecedented
way. Receiving automated meter
readings at this volume also
enables OVO to increase efficiency
and accuracy in billing customers.

Elexon standard proﬁle - margin of error

6.0%
5.0%
OVO more
accurate than other
independents

4.0%
3.0%

2.0%

OVO as accurate
as Big Six
OVO more accurate than Big Six

1.0%

0.0%
2015

2016
Big Six

Independents

OVO

Source: Weekly imbalance reporting provided by Elexon

State-of-the-art demand forecasting
isn’t just important for saving costs
today - it sets OVO up for the
future energy system of tomorrow.
Mass penetration of smart meters
will bring a huge step change in
the quantity of data that becomes
available to suppliers.

3 Elexon governs the central settlement of all electricity generation and consumption in the UK.

For the first time suppliers will
have accurate live data of actual
usage, creating the potential for
developing a direct link between
the cost of supplying electricity to
a customer and how and when
they actually use it.
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A typical approach to pricing involves
offering deeply discounted tariffs
exclusively to new customers - often
at or below cost. Discounts

OVO believes that this pricing practice
simply isn’t fair to customers. It is
dependent on keeping a healthy
stock of customers sufficiently
disengaged and paying over-priced
default, variable tariffs.

In the Competition and Markets
Authority’s recent investigation into
the energy market, it found that
70% of the Big Six’s customers are
paying default tariffs, such tariffs are
excessively priced and the detriment
caused by this excessive pricing
amounts to £1.4 billion each year4.

Instead, OVO believes in fair pricing,
where tariffs are competitive and
reflect wholesale and supply costs,
whilst maintaining exceptional value
for quality products and service.

OVO
Large Independents

Big Six

High

OVO’s approach to pricing is not to
simply offer the cheapest tariffs in
the market. Doing so may attract
new customers quickly, but belowcost pricing is not sustainable in the
long term and attracts customers
who are driven purely by price.

are subsidised by significantly higher
tariffs paid by existing customers
- usually legacy customers or
customers whose fixed term tariffs
have long expired who are on
‘default’ tariffs.

OVO occupies a unique position
in the market, where it offers
both fair variable prices and
exceptional service.
Standard variable tariﬀ

Fair pricing for exceptional
customer experience

Price vs service

Medium

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

Low
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Low

Medium

High

Which? Customer Satisfaction Survey Score
OVO was the ﬁrst energy supplier to be awarded Which? Recommended Supplier status
(2015 & 2016) and continues to be top rated in Which? customer satisfaction survey

Sources: uSwitch, 1 September 2016, tariffs based on current medium user consumption values, averaged across all regions.
Which? Energy companies satisfaction survey 18 January 2016.

How OVO’s
pricing is different

Diﬀerence between cheapest tariﬀ and
standard variable tariﬀ, 1st September 2016

£300

 he difference between
T
OVO’s fixed and variable
tariffs is one of the lowest
in the market: 57% of OVO’s
credit customers are on
its most competitive tariff
(Better (All Online) fixed 12
months), in contrast to the
Big Six, where 70% of whose
customers on average are
on the most expensive
default tariffs5.

£286

£273
£200

£100

£87
£OVO

Example Big Six
Supplier

Example Independent
Supplier

consumption values, averaged across all regions.

Reflecting the quality of OVO’s
customer service, OVO’s NPS
score is typically the highest
among retail energy suppliers.

90

OVO’s Greener tariff offers
100% renewable power and is
one of cheapest green tariffs
in the market. All other tariffs
have at least 33% renewable
electricity. Where possible, OVO
looks for opportunities to increase
the proportion of renewable
electricity and this was achieved for
2015/16 where it reached 50%.

NPS

60

30

0

-30
OVO
Energy

OVO is committed to making
renewable electricity available to
all customers and reducing our
impact on the environment.
In 2015 OVO was the first top
10 UK energy supplier to remove
coal from its fuel mix, reducing
OVO’s carbon intensity by 34%
from the previous year.

Source:

uSwitch,
1 September
2016, on
tariﬀs
based on
current medium
user
Source: uSwitch, 1 September
2016,  tariﬀs
based
current
medium
user consumption
values, averaged across all regions.

Net promoter scores of OVO
and other suppliers

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Other
Independents

E.On

British
Gas

Npower

SSE

Scottish
Power

Source:

behalf of OVO Energy
Source: Survey conducted by Brainjuicer on behalf of OVO Energy duringSurvey
August conducted
2016 (basedby
onBrainjuicer
sample sizeon
of 567).
NPS score of ‘Other Independents’ reflects the combined average of NPS scores of Ecotricity, First Utility, Good Energy and Utilita.
Reﬂecting the quality of OVO’s customer service, OVO’s NPS score is typically the
retail energy
4 Competition and Markets Authority’s Final Report dated 24 June 2016highest
(page among
45, paragraph
194).suppliers.
5 Competition and Markets Authority’s Final Report dated 24 June 2016 (page 6, paragraph 24).

EDF

OVO is making the UK greener. In
partnership with The Conservation
Volunteers, OVO launched its “I Dig
Trees” initiative in 2015, planting
157,000+ trees and improving over
2,000 green spaces across the UK.
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What’s coming next

The rise of renewables
will continue
How we make and consume
energy is evolving rapidly as new
technologies respond to rising
demand for sustainable, low-carbon
energy sources. At the beginning
of this century, over 90% of
electricity in the UK was generated
by traditional coal, gas and nuclear
power plants - with renewable
generation making up less than 1%
of installed capacity.
Fast forward to 2015: whilst
large-scale coal, gas and nuclear
generation still provides two-thirds
of our electricity requirements,
renewable generation now
represents a quarter of total
generation. The rise of renewable
power can be attributed to a
number of factors. Costs have
fallen dramatically, particularly for
onshore wind and solar PV, as these
industries benefit from economies
of scale and technology-led savings
and government subsidies have
stimulated growth.

6 National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2016.
7 http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-ev-oil-crisis/

Storage is an under-appreciated
game-changer

Renewable generation helps us
deliver on climate change goals, but
it also alters the dynamics of the
electricity system radically, moving
from a “centralised”
model to a “de-centralised” one. Decentralised electricity systems, often
known as distributed generation,
represent a step change from the
industrial model on which the Big
Six have built their businesses.
Distributed generation encompasses
small-scale generation facilities,
located at or near where the
power will be consumed. 23% of
installed generation capacity is now
connected to either the lower-voltage
distribution networks or directly to
domestic, commercial and industrial
buildings6.

Accompanying the rise of
renewables, we see great potential
for energy storage to transform how
and when we consume power. One
of the key problems with renewables
is that the power produced by it
will always be intermittent. Storage,
essentially large-scale battery
technology, overcomes this issue by
allowing us to “recharge” whenever
renewable power is plentiful and
cheap, and then “deplete” when
renewable power is in short supply.
Until recently, energy storage
has been expensive. However,
thanks largely to a global expansion
of lithium-ion battery production
capacity for electric vehicle
application, battery costs have
fallen dramatically in recent years decreasing by 35% in
2015 alone - and are expected
to continue to fall7.

Future homes may therefore
become increasingly self-sufficient,
making and consuming their own
electricity. We believe that domestic
energy storage is set to change the
electricity market more quickly than
many realise.

Electric vehicles -driving
electric demand
Despite recent lower fuel prices,
electric vehicle (EV) uptake is on
the rise. It is estimated that EVs will
add 8%, to global annual electricity
demand by 20408.
As with renewables, governments
will at first need to incentivise
the growth of ownership, but the
benefit of this will be continued
progress toward meeting long-term
decarbonisation goals.

For the electricity system, the
implications of EVs are substantial.
Although personally owned and a
consumer product, EVs have storage
potential, which can aid with the
complex task of balancing electricity
demand and supply - becoming a
component of our electricity grid.

Demand management
provides an area of near-term
opportunity
We also anticipate significant
developments in demand
management in the coming years.
With live data available from smart
meters, customers’ consumption
could soon be priced based on the
time of day energy is actually used.
This level of accuracy will reward
customers who are able to reduce
their consumption during peak
periods when demand, and therefore
wholesale costs, are at their highest.

8 Bloomberg, New Energy Finance - Electric Vehicles 22 August 2016.

What’s next?
Everyone will need to adapt to the
rapid rate of change in the UK energy
system and find ways to meet the
challenges of an electricity system
under transformation. OVO’s vision
for the future involves harnessing
new technologies and finding
truly innovative ways to control and
optimise both supply and demand,
to the benefit of all
our stakeholders.
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OVO COMMUNITIES
In 2014 OVO launched OVO
Communities - partnerships
with local councils and community
organisations which offer OVO’s
tariffs to local residents using their
own unique channels and brands.
By partnering with trusted local
authorities and organisations,
OVO can reach customers in
specific regions with competitive
prices, while helping organisations
to tackle fuel poverty and re-invest
profits into services.
OVO is proud to have signed up
four OVO Communities partners
so far, achieving an average market
share of 4-5%.

OVO foundation
In partnership with
Peterborough
City Council
In partnership with
Cheshire East Council

In partnership with
Southend-on-Sea
Borough Council
In partnership with
Advantage South West for
the South West region

Over the years OVO has done a lot to
give back. In 2015, OVO celebrated
five years of partnership with Cool
Earth - a charity working to halt
rainforest destruction. Since 2010,
OVO has donated £2.4m and have
helped save over 100,000 acres of
Peruvian rainforest.
OVO also launched its own
foundation. OVO Foundation’s
mission is to support inspiring
organisations with smart ideas that
give young people a better future,
focusing on three important areas:
energy and environment, youth
poverty and education.

Key facts:
•	Customers’ donations to
OVO Foundation totalled
almost £70,000 in 2015, with
more than 60,000 customers
now donating and OVO
matching their contributions
•	Sleep Out: In support of
1625 Independent People,
a Bristol-based youth
homeless charity, 138
OVO team members slept
under the stars and raised
almost £30,000

•	Received almost £1m in
donations in 2015
•	Through the ‘OVO
Gives Back’ scheme,
OVO supports nominated
charities in Bristol
and London through
volunteering and
£100,000 in grants
•	OVO hosts CoderDojo
sessions in its offices to
introduce children to the
joys of coding
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Customer Economics
OVO invests in customer acquisition
and growth based on a long-term view
of a customer’s full life profitability.
OVO’s strategy is to generate customer
loyalty through exceptional customer
experience and value for money.
Customer churn is actively monitored
alongside sophisticated models to
estimate the average lifetime of a
customer.

As illustrated below, the acquisition
of each new customer gives rise
to an accounting loss at the point
of acquisition. However, the profit
generated by a customer over their
expected lifetime far exceeds the
initial costs.

Profit & loss account

OVO is focused on enhancing
profitability by creating more
operational efficiencies, delivering
innovative new propositions and
increasing customer lifetime.

Individual customer proﬁtability

All values in £ ‘000s

12 months to
31 December
2014

12 months to
31 December
2015

6 months to
30 June
2016

Customer numbers

408,000

569,000

681,000

Revenue

317,444

512,967

362,860

Cost of sales

(293,662)

(459,699)

(313,581)

Gross Profit

23,782

53,268

49,279

7.5%

10.4%

13.6%

(59,230)

(84,067)

(54,754)

1,536

-

35,817

(33,912)

(30,799)

30,342

(3,424)

(896)

57

Profit / (loss) before tax and net customer acquisition costs

(21,607)

(20,202)

40,089

Net customer acquisition costs

(15,729)

(11,493)

(9,690)

Profit / (loss) before tax

(37,336)

(31,695)

30,399

Gross margin (%)

Proﬁt (£)

Administrative expenses
Other profit
Operating profit / (loss)
2

1
Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Net finance costs

Taxation
Profit / (loss) for the year

7,431

3,960

396

(29,905)

(27,735)

30,795

3

Notes
1. The financial results for the first half of 2016 are based on management accounts.
2.	‘Net customer acquisition costs’ represents acquisition costs related solely to growing OVO’s net customer base.
1

Initial costs of acquiring a new
customer and overheads associated
with onboarding them result in an
initial cash loss.
For OVO, this also results in an
initial accounting loss because
OVO prudently expenses acquisition
costs immediately, unlike some peers
who spread them over a number of
years.

2

The longer a customer remains with
OVO the greater the total profitability
at an individual customer level.
3

The season in which a customer joins
makes a large impact. Customers
who join OVO in Autumn become
profitable 6 months earlier than
those who join in Spring.
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Balance Sheet
All values in £ ‘000s

Cash Flow Statement
31 December
2014

31 December
2015

30 June
2016

Property, plant & equipment

17,409

30,457

3,937

Intangible assets

10,385

13,169

11,134

9,005

12,316

12,985

36,799

55,942

28,056

Total non-current assets

1,102

78

-

Trade and other receivables

32,227

33,389

56,117

Cash and cash equivalents

30,388

51,302

70,343

Total current assets

63,717

84,769

126,460

100,516

140,711

154,516

Total assets

Loans and borrowings
Derivative financial instruments
Deferred income
Total current liabilities

6 months to
30 June
2016

(29,905)

(27,735)

30,795

Depreciation and amortisation

2,704

7,606

6,595

Financial instrument net gains (losses) through profit and loss

2,449

(2,553)

-

(1,536)

-

(35,817)

Profit / (loss) for the year
Adjustments to cash flows from non-cash items

Finance income

(125)

(135)

(79)

Finance costs

3,549

1,031

21

149

339

-

(7,431)

(3,310)

(668)

(30,146)

(24,757)

847

(1,102)

1,024

78

(15,078)

(1,162)

(22,728)

Increase in trade and other payables

34,345

25,550

16,722

Increase in deferred income

57,416

6,315

(17,922)

Net cash flows used in operating activities

45,435

6,970

(23,003)

125

135

79

Aquistions of property plant and equipment

(17,781)

(17,186)

(1,240)

Acquisition of intangible assets

(10,405)

(6,252)

(3,644)

2,000

-

-

(26,061)

(23,303)

(4,805)

(3,549)

(1,031)

(21)

Proceeds from issue of ordinary shares

-

28,604

55

Sale from interest in subsidiary

-

-

46,815

Proceeds / (repayments) from finance leases

6,170

9,674

-

Proceeds from borrowing

8,000

-

-

Repayment of borrowing

(8,000)

-

-

2,621

37,247

46,849

21,995

20,914

19,041

Share based payment transactions
Income tax expense

Working capital adjustments
Decrease / (increase) in inventories

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

12 months to
31 December
2015

Loss / (profit) on disposal of non-current assets

Current assets
Inventories

12 months to
31 December
2014

Cash flows from operating activities

Non-current assets

Deferred tax assets

All values in £ ‘000s

46,451

72,001

88,723

433

1,243

-

2,553

-

-

81,830

88,145

70,223

131,267

161,389

158,946

Increase in trade and other receivables

Cashflows from investing activities
Interest received

Non-current liabilities
Loans and borrowings

5,737

14,602

-

Total non-current liabilities

5,737

14,602

-

137,004

175,991

158,946

Total liabilities

Proceeds from sale of intangible assets
Net cash flows used in investing activities
Cashflows used in financing activities
Interest paid

Capital and reserves
Share premium

50

28,655

28,710

Other reserves

152

490

490

Retained earnings

(36,690)

(64,425)

(33,630)

Total equity

(36,488)

(35,280)

(4,430)

Total liabilities and equity

100,516

140,711

154,516

Net cash flows generated from financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December

8,393

30,388

51,302

30,388

51,302

70,343
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Financial overview
Growth

2015 was a year of significant
growth. The number of customers
rose from 408k to 569k, representing
a 38% increase from 2014. Revenue
growth was correspondingly high
at £513m compared with £317m in
2014, representing a 61% increase.
The significantly higher rate of
growth in revenue compared to
customer numbers reflects the
impact of timing in acquiring
customers.
As explained in ‘Customer Economics’
on page 34, due to seasonality
effects the full benefit
of revenue from customers acquired
in Winter 2014, when the UK
experienced mild weather,
was not reflected until 2015.
Growth in customer numbers
remained strong in the first half of
2016 reaching 681k, an annualised
growth rate of 43%.

Profitability

Profits before tax and net acquisition
costs (“PBT&NAC”) have improved
significantly. From losses of £21.6m
in 2014 and £20.2m in 2015, OVO
earned £40.1m in PBT&NAC in
the first half of 2016. Losses in
previous years reflect the significant
investment costs that were required
to achieve the rapid rate of growth
in the business. The underlying shift
to profitability in 2016 is driven by an
increase in average customer tenure
from 334 days in 2014 to
486 days in 2015 and 522 days as
of mid 2016. It also includes profit
of £35.8m from the completion of
the sale of OVO’s smart meter asset
business (as outlined below).

A smart and sustainable business

OVO has invested heavily in
technology to deliver digital tools
which increasingly enable customers
to self-serve and therefore create
operational efficiencies. This
investment has resulted in year-onyear reductions in administration
costs as a percentage of revenue,
from 18.7% in 2014 and 16.4% in
2015 to 15.1% in the first half of
2016.

One specific area of focus for OVO is
the rollout of smart meters. During
the course of 2015 over 145k gas
and electricity smart meters were
installed into OVO customers’ homes,
and a further 107k were installed in
the first half of 2016. This means that
OVO now has the highest proportion
of its customer base installed with
smart meters out of the top 10
suppliers. OVO’s investment in smart
meters has enabled the successful
rollout of PAYG+ and OVO Live (see
page 22 for further details), and
underpins OVO’s future development
of innovative smart-enabled
products and services.

OVO carefully monitors credit
balances during the year to ensure
that DD amounts are appropriately
set to cover a customer’s anticipated
usage. During 2016 OVO refunded
approximately £11m in surplus
credit to 30k customers whose
credit balances exceeded their likely
usage during the warmer months.
Customers can also change their DD
amount and/or request a refund of
surplus credit via My OVO, the online
platform, which puts customers in
total control of their account balance
in an operationally efficient way.

Working capital management

In February 2016, OVO completed a
transaction with Brookfield Utilities
UK to dispose of its subsidiary Smart
Meter Assets Limited, an entity
which owned circa 200,000 installed
smart meters, and a future pipeline
of smart meters which is expected
to total 700,000 by the end of 2017.
OVO retains responsibility for the
procurement and installation of
smart meters and, whilst a customer
is supplied by OVO, continues to pay
rent in respect of the meters. All debt
was repaid as part of the transaction,
reducing OVO’s leverage to nil.
In respect of meters installed prior to
31 December 2015, the transaction
generated a capital gain of £24m,
recognised in the Profit Before Tax
results for the H1 2016 period. As
OVO continues to sell its pipeline
of installed smart meters the
transaction will continue to generate
incremental profit.

Optimising OVO’s working capital
cycle has been key to offering
competitive tariffs.
OVO has a substantial trading and
credit facility arrangement with
Shell which enables it to efficiently
manage sizeable commodity
transactions. Working capital has
been further supported in H1 2016
by the recently completed sale of
OVO’s smart meter asset business
(see below), which has resulted in the
current ratio increasing from 0.53 as
at the end of 2015 to 0.80
at 30 June 2016.

Management of
customer payments

Customer payments are an
important component of OVO’s
working capital cycle and OVO takes
a unique approach in this area.
New customers on standard credit
tariffs pay one month’s direct debit
(“DD”) payment upfront. The upfront
payment is recognised in OVO’s
accounts as deferred income and
unwinds (i.e. becomes recognised) as
revenue as customers use energy. In
return for making payment upfront,
customers receive the OVO Interest
Reward which pays 3% interest
on credit balances throughout the
year. This feature is highly valued by
customers.
While a customer’s DD amount
reflects a flat monthly payment
profile, their credit balance will
fluctuate significantly during the year
as energy usage is highly seasonal.

PARTNERS
Shell

OVO entered into a structured commodity trading arrangement with Shell
Energy Europe Limited (“SEEL”) in December 2014. SEEL, a trading division
of Royal Dutch Shell plc, provides OVO access to the wholesale power and gas
markets in addition to a working capital facility. The arrangement enables OVO
to purchase commodity in advance in the forward markets, providing a hedge
against its commitments to customers.

Sale of Smart Meter Assets
Limited - February 2016

Mayfair

In April 2015 OVO completed its first external equity fundraising with
Mayfair Equity Partners (“MEP”). The investment team at MEP were formed by
seasoned investors previously at Lloyds Development Capital, who completed
previous transactions in uSwitch and Fever Tree.
The transaction saw MEP invest £51m for a 17% stake in the business.

Smart Meter Assets

OVO entered into a relationship with Brookfield Utilities UK (Brookfield) in
January 2016 to dispose of Smart Meter Assets Limited, an entity established
to own and finance smart meters. The transaction was conducted to support
OVO’s initial roll-out of the smart metering programme.
Brookfield was a new entrant into the smart metering market and acquired
circa 200,000 already installed gas and electricity smart meters and the future
pipeline, with the portfolio expected to grow up to circa 700,000 by 2017.
Brookfield is part of Brookfield Asset Management, a global alternative asset
manager with approximately $250 billion in assets under management.

